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BESRAT ZEREHAIMANOT
FULL-STACK ENGINEER

WORK EXPERIENCE

PERSONAL
PROFILE

General Assembly, Software Engineering Fellow
Since my time in Software Engineering, I have
loved the combination of frontend and
backend design to create beautiful and
seamless code that makes an impact. The
usability of code to execute or achieve
something significant is what drives me to
build. I was inspired by the capabilities of
software applications as a cloud solutions
consultant at Oracle where I’ve gained
experience driving needs based conversations
centered around Oracle’s enterprise cloud
applications before shifting my focus to
software development and the endless
possibilities within this growing landscape. My
effort as a full-stack web developer is to
continue to proffer my skills as a designminded engineer by facilitating the creation of
platforms that enable efficiency, productivity
and user-friendly experiences.

EDUCATION:
General Assembly
2020
Software Engineering Immersive
UCLA
2016
Major: Environmental Science
Minor: Entrepreneurship

CONTACT

ME

New York, NY
linkedin.com/in/besrat-zerehaimanot/

bzereh@gmail.com
510-502-9767
https://github.com/bzerehaimanot8
https://upbeat-northcutt-7b5041.netlify.app/

2020

New York City, NY

Learned programming and computer science
fundamentals, as well as software engineering best
practices with regards to full-stack development
Built secure full-stack applications by leveraging common
design and architectural patterns like model-view-controller
and Representational State Transfer
Sample Projects
A Music Journal: Developed a full CRUD application using
Node.js, Express and MongoDB useful for generating team
rosters for sports organizations
Capture: A full-stack application that allows users to find
photographers or register as a photographer themself. Secured
with professional grade user authentication. Backend built with
Django & Python and frontend designed with Vue.js.

Oracle Corporation, Cloud Solutions Consultant
2017-2019

Redwood City, CA

Exceeded pipeline quotas in 6 out of 7 quarters, which led to
progressed deals
Conducted needs-analysis for small to medium-sized clients
in the HR and Finance departments and demonstrated
Oracle’s cloud application solutions for business challenges
across industry verticals
Originated and executed go-to-market campaigns by
collaborating with internal stakeholders, developing and
presenting marketing resources and assisting with client
solution demos
Appointed as team lead and he onboard new colleagues,
conduct tools training and reinforce best practices with
regards to effective account management

SKILLS
Languages: HTML,CSS, Javascript, Python and Ruby
Frameworks: Django, Node.js, Angular, Vue.js, React, Bootstrap,
P5.js Ruby on Rails
Database: MongoDB and Postgres

